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The response:
• Thoroughly addresses both aspects of the task, discussing more than two reform goals.

•

(rights of workers; preservation of environment; pure foods) and describing `more than two
reform methods (political parties; writing books; photos)
Incorporates accurate information. from all the documents

•:fhr°erf°oufh:¥s£(npc:rT:roa::SAec[t:V#neta::|SSJ;deeci¥:¥catt;£°unp::[natse,qn::agIT:all:;¥:i:id];)andnames
•

•
•

Richly supports the theme of reform during,the late l800s and early 1900s with the use of

many relevant facts, examples, and details (Jacob Riis' use of photographs; John Muir's
writing; child labor; food safety)
Is a well-developed essay with a clear pattern of organization
Introduces the theme of reform during the late l800s and early l900s by establishing a clear
framework and 'concludes with a summation of the theme

Co#cJ#si.o#.. Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5 by analyzing six documents,
referring to document 1. incorporating outside information, fully addressing the task, and
establishing a clear framework.
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Anchor Level 3-8
The response:
• Addresses both aspects of the task
• Incolporates some infomation from documents 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
• Incorporates some relevant outside information (fate of workers who objected to
mistreatment; formation of workers ' unions)
•

•
•

Includes some facts, examples. and details (Jane Addams). but discussion is more
descriptive than analytical
Is a satisfactorily developed essay
Introduces the theme of reform during the late 1800s and early l900s with a paragraph that
is well beyond a restatement of the historical context, but concludes with a paragraph that
digresses to another period and has some incorrect information

Co#c/w§I.o#.. Overall, this response best fits the criteria for Level 3. While the response begins
well and proceeds to address goals and methods using the documents, the digression from the
task into the situation after World War I and during the Great Depression weakens the focus of
the essay.
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Anchor Level 2-A
The response:
• Attempts to address some as'p:cts of the task by identifying one goal (help the poor) and
several methods used by reformers (give the poor a home. educate them, find jobs, write
letters)
• Makes limited use of documents 5 and 7
• Presents no outside information
• Includes few facts, examples, or details
I
• Demonstrates a general plan of orgdylization

•

introduces and concludes the theme ty/restating pats of the historical conteft"

Co#c/ws!.o#.. Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2. The response uses limited
information from the documents while attempting to address the task.
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